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FOREWORD

«So that puts us into a position where if behave wisely and
with discipline in the months ahead, we are really in a central po-
sition».1. This is how Henry Kissinger described the American situa-
tion in the Middle East after the war Egypt and Syria had waged
against Israel on October 6, 1973. The fourth Arab-Israeli war was
turning into a chance the Americans could not afford to miss.
Washington could not tolerate an Israeli defeat, but at the same
time it was extremely important to avoid another Arab humiliation,
and the White House could not become hostage to the Israeli Gov-
ernment. Therefore, the Americans were staying in close touch with
all belligerents. Finally, the war had also been a good test for dé-
tente, for Kissinger thought that tension in the Middle East could
easily escalate towards superpower confrontation without the new
relationship with the Soviet Union. What the Americans really pur-
sued, however, was to show the Arabs that Soviet weapons were
useful to start a war, but not to regain territory. This could have
been achieved only through a negotiation process with the Jewish
State and with the United States playing the role of mediating pow-
er.2. Dr. Kissinger’s aim was to remove – or at least to undermine
– Soviet influence from the Middle East by detaching Moscow’s
main ally in the area and turning it into the mainstay of the new
Us Middle East policy.

1jSecretary’s Staff Meeting, October 23, 1973, 4:35 p.m., in National
Archives and Records Administration (hereinafter Nara), College Park, Md,
Transcripts of Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger Staff Meetings (hereinafter
Hak Staff Meetings), 1973-1977, Box 1, Secret/Nodis.

2jIbidem.
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This project was consistent with the plan the Professor had
had in mind for a few years. What worried Washington in the late
1960s and early 1970s was Moscow’s growing expansion in the
Mediterranean basin. Such an outlook had to be contained. As an
evidence of this, in 1968 the Cia had studied the situation in the
aftermath of the Six-Day War. Following the humiliating defeat,
Syria and Egypt had immediately turned to Moscow to rebuild their
destroyed arsenal. In exchange for that, the Soviet Navy had sub-
stantially increased its presence in Mediterranean harbours.3. How-
ever, due to the Vietnam tangle and the necessity to start a process
of détente with the communist rival, it was indispensable to avoid
an internalization of the Arab-Israeli dispute, in order not to in-
volve the superpowers directly. Nevertheless, the growing Russian
influence in the region was regarded as a threat to American na-
tional interests.4. In this context the Cia thought the Soviets would
help the Arabs in case of another conflict with Israel, but at the
same time Moscow had no intention to be directly involved. Hence,
it was possible for the Cold War rivals to cooperate and reduce
tensions in the area.5.

On the American side, Nixon was persuaded that the settlement
of the Arab-Israeli conflict was as important as the end of the war
in Vietnam. Moreover, the President agreed with Kissinger that is
was necessary to contain the Soviet presence in the Mediterranean.
At first, however, he had assigned that area to the Department of
State, led by William Rogers. Instead, Kissinger was in charge of
the Far East and the managing of détente, which had priority on
the White House agenda. Both statisticians, however, were aware
that the Middle Eastern area was pivotal and that the danger of
collision with Moscow was becoming too high. Thus, Washington’s
aim was to regain the lost ground and make sure that some Arab
State loosen its relationship with Moscow. In spite of that,
Kissinger’s methods to pursue such a goal were different from those

3jSee Memorandum to Holders-National Intelligence Estimate N. 11-6-67, So-
viet Strategy and Intentions in the Mediterranean Basin and Special National
Intelligence Estimate N. 11-9-68, Soviet Interests and Activities in Arab States,
May 16, 1968, in www.foia.cia.gov.

4jAccording to Henry Kissinger, Washington’s indifference towards the Mid-
dle East in the previous years had been a serious mistake. The European pow-
ers’ decline had left a vacuum that not only Arab radical regimes, but also the
Soviet Union could have filled. See H.A. KISSINGER, White House Years, Boston,
Little, Brown and Company, 1979, p. 347.

5jSee National Intelligence Estimate N. 11-69: Basic Factors and Main Ten-
dencies in Current Soviet Policy, February 27, 1969, in www.foia.cia.gov.



of the State Department. Secretary Rogers, in fact, believed that
the White House could not afford to watch events without doing
anything. Hence, the Americans had to cooperate with the Soviets
to seek an overall settlement to Middle Eastern issues. Kissinger,
instead, wanted to follow the opposite way. He thought that there
was no need to rush and that any early initiative would produce
no effective outcome. In short, he wanted to freeze the situation
and let the Arabs realise the Soviet assistance’s ineffectiveness.6.
Overall speaking, the American Administration’s task was the alter-
ation of the superpowers’ position in the Middle Eastern region,
thus undermining Soviet influence. A further Russian expansion
would have affected the African continent, too; hence, it was of
paramount importance for the Americans to improve their relations
with the main and most strategic States in the area. For that pur-
pose, however, Washington was obliged to start a kind of détente
with some Arab States.7.

Concerning this, the State Department pointed out that a per-
sisting stalemate would damage Us interests and push the Egyptians
towards even more radical positions. According to that thesis,
Washington needed Russian collaboration in order to improve rela-
tions with the Arabs. On the contrary, Kissinger thought that
Moscow needed American cooperation in order to get a satisfying
outcome in the Middle East, for the only alternative was another
disastrous war for its clients. With the passing of time Cairo was
expected to realise that no peace was possible without the Ameri-
cans.8. The main point of friction within the Nixon Administration
was the perception itself of the nature of the problem. The State
Department thought that the root of American difficulties was the
Arab-Israeli conflict over territory. Once resolved that, the influ-
ence of radical Arabs and the Soviet role in the area would dwin-
dle. These views had led the Us approach to the issue in the first
year of the Nixon Administration and had put pressure on Israel
to accept proposals for comprehensive settlements. On the contrary,
Kissinger’s assessment was that Arab radicalism had five sources:
1) Israel’s conquest of territory; 2) Israel’s existence itself; 3) social
and economic troubles; 4) opposition to Western interests, 5) oppo-

A CHESS GAME IN THE MIDDLE EAST

6jSee R. DALLEK, Nixon and Kissinger: Partners in Power, New York, Harp-
er Collins Publishers, 2007, pp. 169-172.,

7jSee R.C. THORNTON, The Nixon Kissinger Years: The Reshaping of Ameri-
can Foreign Policy, New York, Paragon House, 1989, pp. 26-27.

8jSee H.A. KISSINGER, White House Years, Boston, Little Brown and Compa-
ny, 1979, pp. 378-379.
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sition to Arab moderate regimes. He believed that a settlement of
the Arab-Israeli dispute would affect only the first point, thus leav-
ing all the others unsolved. Nor was he convinced that Soviet influ-
ence would inevitably be affected by a solution of the Arab-Israeli
conflict. The United States needed not only to work out a solution,
but also and above all to teach a lesson that key diplomatic
progress in the Middle East was in its hands and in those of mod-
erate local regimes. The advantage for the Americans, Kissinger said
in February 1970, was that sooner or later the Arabs would ap-
proach the Us in order to achieve their goals. Therefore, patience
was supposed to be Washington’s best weapon.9. Once the break-
through had occurred and moderate Arabs had turned their back
on Moscow, the White House would have speeded up diplomatic
progress. The breakthrough Kissinger had been hoping for since
1970 took place three years later. To sum up, for Kissinger the
Middle East was a huge chess board where the United Stated had
to play a diplomatic match against the Soviet Union.

I. KISSINGER STEPS IN

Kissinger’s theses showed some positive results after Nasser’s
death, in September 1970. A few months later, in fact, the new
Egyptian President, Anwar el-Sadat, started to pursue a policy of
disengagement from Moscow. In May 1971 he dismissed his deputy,
Ali Sabri, leader of the pro-Soviet wing of the Government. This
not only made the Americans foresee a stronger flexibility within
the Arab country’s leadership, but it was also possible to perceive
that Egypt would gradually abandon pan-Arab nationalism in order
to carve out a better decision-making authority.10. In order to pre-
vent Egypt from changing its international position, the Soviet
Union played its military and diplomatic card, signing with that
country a treaty of friendship and cooperation on May 27, 1971.
According to Kissinger, the Egyptian President had signed the treaty
above all in order to appease the Army, on whose support his lead-
ership depended. Once again the State Department and the Nation-
al Security Advisor were following separate ways. Soon after the
signature of the agreements, in fact, Rogers reported to the Presi-
dent that the treaty strengthened Sadat’s position vis-à-vis his own

BRUNO PIERRI

9jSee Idem, pp. 558-559.
10jSee Memorandum for the President: Sadat Consolidates his Position, May

16, 1971, Action 28529 S/S 7107286, in Nara, Npmp, Nsf, Middle East 1969-
1974, Country File Egypt, Vol. VI, Box 636, Folder 2, Secret.
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military, thus giving him more flexibility on a possible Suez Canal
settlement. Instead, Kissinger was persuaded that the treaty could
give the Ussr a kind of veto over future negotiations. The Ameri-
can response, Kissinger suggested, had to frustrate any Egyptian
policy based on military threats and collusion with the Soviet
Union. Therefore, the Soviet-Egyptian treaty reinforced the deter-
mination to further slow down the peace process in the Middle East
in order to show that Soviet threats and treaties were not effec-
tive.11. Nixon was by then leaning towards Kissinger’s position, but
what involved the Professor in Middle East diplomacy was the Pres-
ident’s will to avoid any risk of crisis in an election year. There-
fore, he asked his main advisor to step in «[…] if only to keep
things quiet».12. Having gained his President’s support, the National
Security advisor intended to stop any State Department initiative
until some Arab country changed its policy.

In early 1972 Cia reports seemed to confirm that the close re-
lationship between Egypt and the Soviet Union was living a diffi-
cult period, though the Arab military were still totally dependent
on Soviet assistance. The Russians’ refusal to supply offensive
weapons to their Arab clients and the request to pay always with
hard currency made the Soviet presence on the shores of the
Mediterranean more and more unacceptable.13, while the Egyptian
overall dependence on Moscow in terms of military might and ef-
fectiveness was showing itself a double-edged weapon, since the
Arabs blamed the Soviets for the stalemate in the Sinai.14. When, in
July 1972, Sadat decided to expel Soviet technicians and military
experts from Egypt, the Russians were suddenly deprived of the
military apparatus they had built in the previous years. At first the
Americans did not understand Sadat’s purposes so well, thus the
National Security Council suggested a wait and see policy.15, being

A CHESS GAME IN THE MIDDLE EAST

11jSee H.A. KISSINGER, White House Years, cit., pp. 1284-1285.
12jIdem, p. 1285.
13jSee Intelligence Memorandum – Soviet-Egyptian Relations: An Uneasy Al-

liance, March 28, 1972, Secret, in www.foia.cia.gov. In those months, the Soviet
Union was trying to strengthen its position in the Middle East by establishing
new bilateral relationships. On April 9, 1972, in fact, the Soviet-Iraqi Treaty of
Friendship and Cooperation was signed in Baghdad. See Memorandum for Mr.
Henry Kissinger: Preliminary Analysis of Iraqi-Ussr Treaty, April 13, 1972,
7206780, in Nara, Record Group 59 (hereinafter Rg 59), Central Files 1970-73,
Pol Iraq-Ussr, Secret.

14jSee Intelligence Memorandum – Soviet Military Involvement in Egypt,
April 1, 1972, Sr Im 72-12, Tcs 1295/72, Top Secret, in www.foia.cia.gov.

15jSee Memorandum for Dr. Kissinger: Diplomatic Aspects of Sadat’s Deci-
sion – The Need to Get a Grip on the Us Position, July 20, 1972, Action 5636X,
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confident that the Arabs would not wage another war.16. Russia had
lost part of its power in the Middle East.17, but Washington had not
realised that by expelling the Soviets Sadat had averted the risk
for them to be involved in a conflict and, at the same time, had
gained room for manoeuvre to trigger off the war.18. The resump-
tion of large scale hostilities was much likelier than the Americans
thought.

II. THE ESTIMATED RISK OF WAR IN 1973

At the beginning of the second Nixon Administration, the Amer-
icans had not yet set up a precise Middle East strategy. They still
believed that Sadat had no chance to wage a large scale war in the
area. Though the Director of the United States Interests Section in
Cairo.19 believed that the Egyptian President was feeling so desper-
ate that he had to do something in order to avoid social and polit-
ical unrest in his country, at the same time it looked as if he were
trying to distance himself from the Ussr.20. Despite several signals
by the Arab leadership.21, emphasis in Egyptian statements and arms

BRUNO PIERRI

in Nara, Npmp, Nsf, Box 639, Country Files, Middle East, Egypt, Vol. VIII,
Secret.

16jSee Memorandum for Mr. Henry A. Kissinger: Sadat’s Anniversary Speech,
July 26, 1972, 7212554, ibidem.

17jThe Kremlin had wrongly estimated that nationalist movements could be
easily aligned to communist policy. See Memorandum – The Expulsion from
Egypt: Some Consequences for the Soviets, August 29, 1972, Secret, in
www.foia.cia.gov.

18jMoscow could not afford to lose naval bases in Egypt; hence, starting from
Autumn 1972 the Soviets supplied the country of pyramids with huge quantities
of heavy weapons. See W. BUNDY, A Tangled Web: The Making of Foreign Pol-
icy in the Nixon Presidency, New York, Hill and Wang, 1998, p. 428.

19jAs an aftermath of the Six-Day War, Egypt had broken diplomatic rela-
tions with the United States. In circumstances like these there is always staff
carrying out informal relations, though offices are no longer located in an em-
bassy, but in an interests section within another nation’s embassy. In Egypt
American diplomats worked in the Spanish Embassy’s buildings.

20jSee Telegram 842 from UsInt Cairo to SecState Washington: Prospects for
Peace and War in the Middle East, May 4, 1973, in Nara, Npmp, Nsf, Middle
East 1969-1974, Country File Arab Republic of Egypt, Vol. IX, Jan-Oct 1973,
Box 638, Folder 2, Action SS-25, R 040730Z, Confidential/Exdis.

21jIn order to get the hard currency necessary to pay for arms supply, the
Egyptian President made a deal with Saudi Arabia. The de facto alliance Sadat
had achieved in Spring 1973 with the Saudis was a warning signal about the
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movement were regarded only as an attempt to arouse international
concern and put psychological pressure on Israel and the Us. In
short, the Arabs had no «[…] rational basis for an attack at an
early date».22. The Soviet role in that situation was also rather am-
bivalent. On one hand, the Russians had an interest in sustaining
a high level of tension underscoring the seriousness of the situation
and the need for Us initiatives towards Israel. On the other hand,
however, Soviet leaders were counselling the Arabs against precipi-
tate military action, as the Ussr position in the area «[…] would
suffer if the Arabs, using Soviet weapons, were beaten again».23.
Moreover, while Moscow was under pressure from Arab clients to
get the Us to approach Israel and gain some diplomatic results, at
the same time Soviet leaders saw that area not only as the arena
of Arab-Israeli struggle, but also as a main theatre of Soviet-Amer-
ican competition.24. Hence, as long as there was no large scale con-
flict, the situation of chronic tension gave the Ussr the opportunity
to exercise some form of crisis management.25. As regarded the like-
lihood of a new war, finally, Brezhnev tried to sow a doubt on the
Americans’ mind by telling them that «If there is no clarity about
the principles we will have difficulty keeping the military situation
from flaring up».26.

A CHESS GAME IN THE MIDDLE EAST

approaching war, but it was also a message to the Americans that he really had
decided to burn all bridges with Moscow. See A.Z. RUBINSTEIN, Red Star on the
Nile: The Soviet-Egyptian Influence Relationship since the June War, Prince-
ton, Princeton University Press, 1977, pp. 242-243.

22jMemorandum from National Security Council Staff: Indication of Arab
Intentions to Initiate Hostilities, undated, in Nara, Npmp, Henry Kissinger Of-
fice Files (hereinafter Hakof), Box 135, Rabin/Kissinger (Dinitz) 1973 Jan-Jul
(2 of 3).

23jIbidem.
24jSome Soviet leaders, like the Minister of Defence, thought that it was use-

less to pursue a joint Us-Soviet peace plan for the Middle East, in view of the
sharp contradiction between the two superpowers’ interests. As they considered
Egypt as a vital area for Soviet strategic interests, they wanted to give priority
to the Soviet-Arab alliance. See D.R. SPECHLER, The Ussr and Third-World Con-
flicts: Domestic Debate and Soviet Policy in the Middle East, 1967-1973, in
«World Politics», April 1986, 3, pp. 441, 452.

25jSee National Intelligence Estimate: The Soviet Approach to Summit II,
June 1, 1973, Nie 11-9-73, Secret, in www.foia.cia.gov.

26jMemorandum for the President’s Files from Henry A. Kissinger: Presi-
dent’s Meeting with General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev on Saturday, June 23,
1973 at 10:30 p.m. at the Western White House, San Clemente, California, in
Nara, Hako, Box 75, Brezhnev Visit June 18-25 1973 Memcons, Top Secret/Sen-
sitive/Exclusively Eyes Only/XGDS.
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Achieving a strategic Us-Soviet agreement on the Middle East
was practically impossible, and certainly Kissinger did not pursue
it. The Soviets had more at stake in that region than in any other
Third World area. This collided with Western economic and energy
vital interests, while Moscow was trying to widen its political base
in the Middle East by cultivating the friendship of other radical
Arab regimes. Also for these reasons, the Cia believed that a new
Arab-Israeli war was not so likely, for it would go against Soviet
clients, unless the Russians were involved in a major way, which
was exactly what the Kremlin wanted to avoid.27.

III. THE OUTBREAK OF THE WAR: SETTING THE STRATEGY

Henry Kissinger was appointed Secretary of State in August
1973. At that point his policy towards Egypt was already set: the
Arab country had to detach itself from the Ussr and negotiate with
the Israelis in order to have US diplomatic and economic support.
Nevertheless, he was not in a hurry. He thought there was no real
risk of war at least until the Israeli elections scheduled in late Oc-
tober. His target was to split the Arabs in order to have at least a
separate peace with the Jewish State and thus start a partial settle-
ment. Egypt was already willing to make a separate peace, such as
Jordan, but it was also pivotal to keep the Saudis off the Arab-Is-
raeli dispute. In a few words, the neo-Secretary of State was ready
to exhaust the Arabs in order to achieve his purpose.28.

In the meantime, Sadat’s aim was to get Saudi money to fund
the war and the Emirates’ commitment to use oil weapon against
the West. In drawing up the general war plan, he took into account
several things, but first of all he was aware that even by recaptur-
ing a few inches of Sinai territory and establishing troops firmly,
the whole situation would change. The Arab leader had to restore
first of all national pride and military self-confidence, and show
this to the world.29. On October 1 Sadat summoned the Supreme
Council of the armed forces and signed the war order for October

BRUNO PIERRI

27jSee National Intelligence Estimate: Soviet Military Posture and Policies in
the Third World, Volume I, August 2, 1973, Nie 11-10-73, Secret/Controlled Dis-
sem, in www.foia.cia.gov.

28jSee Memorandum of Conversation, September 10, 1973, 6:03-6:45 p.m.,
in Nara, Npmp, Hako, Box 135, Rabin/Dinitz Sensitive Memcons, Top
Secret/Sensitive/Exclusively Eyes Only.

29jSee A. EL-SADAT, In Search of Identity: An Autobiography, New York-Lon-
don, Harper & Row Publishers, 1978, pp. 242-244.
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6 at 2.p.m. Two days later he told the Soviet Ambassador that he
and Assad had decided to break the deadlock and start military
operations. The Soviets had not put any pressure on the Arabs to
resume hostilities, though they did not alert the Americans once in-
formed about that.30. The Kremlin decided to evacuate all Soviet
civilian personnel on October 5, and this was another blow to Sa-
dat’s relations with Moscow. In fact, the Arab statistician wrote that
this episode showed a total lack of confidence in Egyptian fighting
abilities and was interpreted as a bad omen.31.

Mossad agents had realised Egyptian intentions and warned
about the imminent attack.32, though they thought it would take
place at sunset.33. The intelligence mistake was due to the Israeli
stubborn conception of the Arabs. In fact, both the Government
and the military and intelligence top brass believed that Egypt
would never go to war until able to stage deep air strikes into Is-
rael. At the same time, Syria would not launch any war unless
Egypt was able, too. Hence, no one in Israel had realised that Sa-
dat was going to make war aiming only at setting a diplomatic
process in motion.34.

Kissinger was absolutely against an Israeli pre-emptive attack.35.
He also believed that the Us and the Ussr had a special responsi-
bility to avoid an escalation of violence in the area. During the
Washington Special Action Group (Wsag) meeting at 9 a.m. every-
one agreed that there was no evidence of a major and coordinated
Syrian-Egyptian offensive against Israel. Instead, intelligence agen-
cies thought that there was in the area an action-reaction situation

A CHESS GAME IN THE MIDDLE EAST

30jSee W.B. QUANDT, Soviet Policy in the October Middle East War – I, in
«International Affairs», Jul. 1977, 3, p. 383.

31jSee EL-SADAT, Op. cit., p. 247.
32jInterviewed in 1999, Major General Zeira said that the top source was a

young Egyptian, right-hand man of President Nasser and then Sadat. See E.
KAHANA, Early Warning versus Concept: The Case of the Yom Kippur War 1973,
in «Intelligence and National Security», Summer 2002, 2, p. 99n.

33jSee B. MORRIS-I. BLACK, Mossad: le guerre segrete di Israele, Milano, Riz-
zoli, 2003, p. 325.

34jSee A. SHLAIM, Failures in National Intelligence Estimates: The Case of
the Yom Kippur War, in «World Politics», Apr. 1976, 3, p. 352.

35jSee Message from Secretary Kissinger, New York, to White House Situa-
tion Room, for Delivery to President Nixon, October 6, 1973, Z 061250Z, Top
Secret/Sensitive/Exclusively Eyes Only, in Nara, Npmp, National Security Coun-
cil Files (hereinafter Nscf), Box 664, Middle East War Memos & Misc, October
1-October 17, 1973.
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with each side responding to perceived threats and thus increasing
the risk of confrontation. No one dissented with this thesis and
James Schlesinger, Secretary of Defence, said even that «[…] it
would be the first time in twenty years that Israel had not started
a Mideast war. I just don’t see any motive on the Egyptian-Syrian
side».36.

Once the war had broken out, Kissinger had a very clear idea
about Us aims. The main American objective was «[…] to prevent
the Soviet Union from getting a dominant position in the Middle
East». For him Israel was a secondary target with a domestic pol-
itics sphere. Whenever the Ussr was on the stage, the Us purpose
was to demonstrate that whomever got help from Moscow could not
achieve anything. Moreover, the United States did not want to cre-
ate a situation in which a country could use international disputes
and then ask for a ceasefire to gain some territory. Hence, the Ad-
ministration advocated a return to the status quo ante.37. What
worried Kissinger on the outbreak of the war was not its military
outcome, but its political international aftermath. Like anyone else
he was convinced that Israel would win very quickly.38, but the
wars of the past had taught that local Middle East conflicts could
constantly turn themselves into international crises. Arab frustra-
tions could provoke a Soviet involvement and Europe could dis-
tance from the Us for energy reasons. Moreover, all this occurred
when Nixon was politically weak, being deeply involved in the Wa-
tergate scandal.39. The situation for the Americans was not so easy.
First of all there was the security of Israel to guarantee, but at
the same time it was absolutely necessary to keep relationships with
Arab conservative regimes, such as Jordan and Saudi Arabia. In
case of Israeli crushing victory the Us had to avoid becoming the
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36jH.A. KISSINGER, Crisis: The Anatomy of Two Major Foreign Policy Crises,
New York-London, Simon & Schuster, 2003, pp. 33-34.

37jSee Memorandum of Conversation, October 6, 1973, 9:10-9:30 p.m., in
Nara, Rg 59, Pps Records, Director’s Files (Winston Lord), 1969-1977, Box 328,
China Exchanges July 10-October 31, 1973, Top Secret/Sensitive/Exclusively Eyes
Only.

38jAt first the Soviets had no confidence in Arab success, too. Ambassador
Vinograd pressed Sadat to accept a cease-fire only six hours after the breakout
of hostilities. After the initial successful Arab advance, however, Moscow issued
a statement declaring that the responsibility of the war rested the Israeli aggres-
sive policy. See K. DAWISHA, Soviet Decision-Making in the Middle East: The
1973 October War and the 1980 Gulf War, in «International Affairs», Winter
1980-1981, 1, p. 51.

39jSee H.A. KISSINGER, Anni di crisi, Milano, Sugarco Edizioni, 1982, p. 358. 
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goal of Arab resentment. Once sorted the military emergence out,
however, the peace process was supposed to start. Nixon accepted
this strategy and said that this time the Israelis should not do
whatever they liked after a military victory, thus leaving the Amer-
icans in trouble with the Arabs.40.

All firm beliefs about an Israeli quick victory ended on Octo-
ber 9, when Ambassador Dinitz communicated that in three days
the Idf had lost 49 planes and about 500 tanks.41. In front of this
emergency, Nixon immediately approved the replacement of all loss-
es, besides the shipment of war equipments and consumables.42. The
question of arms supply to Israel had inevitable repercussions on
the relations with the Soviet Union.43. Tactically speaking it was im-
possible not to cooperate with the Kremlin at all, though Moscow
had chosen to support the Arab war effort through a massive air
and sea arms supply, with the airlift starting on October 9.44. At
the same time, Soviet leaders were urging Sadat and Assad to coor-
dinate more closely their military actions.45. Sic stantibus rebus, the
Nixon Administration had no choice but arranging a massive war
airlift to Israel.

IV. THE AIRLIFT FOR ISRAEL

Knowing that such a massive support to Israel could jeopar-
dise the relationship with moderate Arab kingdoms.46, Nixon sent a

A CHESS GAME IN THE MIDDLE EAST

40jSee Idem, pp. 368-369.
41jSee Memorandum of Conversation, October 9, 1973, 8:20-8:40 a.m., in

Nara, Rg 59, Records of Henry Kissinger, 25, Cat C, Arab-Israeli War, Top Se-
cret/Sensitive/Exclusively Eyes Only.

42jSee Memorandum of Conversation, October 9, 1973, 6:10-6:35 p.m., in
Nara, Rg 59, Sn 70-73, Pol Isr-Us, Top Secret/Sensitive/Exclusively Eyes Only.

43jNixon’s appeal to Brezhnev to put pressures on the Arabs, apparently ac-
knowledging him a diplomatic role in the question, was welcomed in the Krem-
lin. The Soviet leader considered Nixon’s message as a good omen for Us-Ussr
relations and cooperation during the crisis. See V. ISRAELYAN, Inside the Krem-
lin during the Yom Kippur War, The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995,
p. 37.

44jSee F.D. KOHLER, L. GOURÉ, M.L. HARVEY, The Soviet Union and the Oc-
tober 1973 Middle East War: The Implications for Detente, Miami, Center for
Advanced International Studies, University of Miami, 1974, p. 64.

45jSee W.J. BOYNE, The Yom Kippur War and the Airlift that Saved Israel,
New York, Thomas Dunne Books, 2002, pp. 95-96.

46jNixon did not absolutely want to worsen relations with Arab oil producing
countries, so much so that he stressed to Kissinger that American policy should
not be pro-Israel too much. See Telephone Calls between the President and
Kissinger, October 7, 1973, 10:18 a.m., in KISSINGER, Crisis, cit., p. 89.
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message to King Faysal, stressing the objective to contain the Ussr
in the area.47, while Kissinger warned about the Soviet airlift to
Arab radical regimes.48. In light of this, the State Secretary was pur-
suing his own agenda and wanted the fighting to carry on for a
while before resupplying Israel.49. This seems confirmed by a state-
ment of Kissinger’s during the October 14 Wsag meeting. In that
circumstance, he recommended not to step up the resupply to Is-
rael, whose interests were not the same as those of the United
States. Kissinger said that Israel would win without an intolerable
financial effort and quite quickly, but «[…] we don’t want Israel
totally intractable».50.

It was important for the White House not to face a wave of
anti-Americanism in Muslim countries; therefore, as soon as the air-
lift started Nixon and Kissinger began to meet Arab leaders. This
global diplomacy could not leave the Soviets unresponsive. As the
Arab military machine began to lose ground, the Kremlin’s propa-
ganda struck the oil weapon issue. The Soviets were probably pur-
suing to strengthen the Arab front in order to avoid a total col-
lapse leading to Moscow’s direct intervention. Thus, Prime Minister
Kosygin was sent to Cairo for talks with Sadat, perceived as the
key Arab figure of the war.51. The visit was decided during the Oc-
tober 15 meeting of the Politburo. The Premier was in charge to
warn Sadat about the catastrophic consequences of a possible Is-
raeli crossing of the Suez Canal. After all, Sadat’s limited war aims
had been achieved; therefore, it was better to consolidate them by
ending the fighting. Moreover, Moscow was always available to send
military supplies to Egypt, but could not afford to do it for ever.52.
Having said that, the Premier’s main task was the cease-fire. Had
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Sadat rejected the Soviet proposal of immediate cease-fire, the situ-
ation would have become extremely dangerous for the Arabs, for
they would have been defeated, Sadat himself would have been dis-
missed, but also Soviet-Arab relations would have deteriorated.53.

Had the Soviets been able to read Sadat’s thoughts, they would
not have been so confident about his friendship. His perception was
that «[…] the Soviet Union stood behind me, ready to stab me in
the back if I lost 85 or 90 percent of my arms […]».54. By mid-Oc-
tober Sadat had already reached the conclusion that the time was
coming to search a political solution.55. He was ready to accept
cease-fire on condition that Israel withdraw from all occupied terri-
tories till pre-June 5, 1967 lines.56. This was certainly not accept-
able for the Israelis and the Americans, without a negotiation
process leading to a peace treaty and a formal recognition of the
Jewish State. Nevertheless, the fact that Sadat was by then ready
to start discussions meant that the task to restore Egyptian nation-
al pride had been achieved and the time for negotiations was ap-
proaching. However, the military situation did not yet allow
Jerusalem to seek a cease-fire. Addressing on October 16 the Knes-
set, Golda Meir said that the Arabs had not yet been beaten enough
to show any desire for cease-fire.57.

Kissinger’s strategy was achieving the first results, but now the
Israelis were beginning to play the role of the intransigent. Us-Is-
raeli relations were essential and consolidated, but nobody could
afford to worsen those with the Arabs. As an evidence of this, while
Kosygin was in Cairo Kissinger met the Foreign Ministers of some
Arab oil producing countries. The Secretary of State said that the
Us goal was to avoid the risk to expand hostilities by ending the
war in a way leaving Us-Arab relations as friendly as possible.
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Kissinger admitted that the pre-October 6 situation was intolerable
for the Arabs and that any cease-fire now had to take into account
the Arab soldiers’ demonstration of efficiency and courage.58. The
United States was ready to commit itself to a negotiation process in
the Middle East.59. In order to have the influence necessary to bring
Israel to a settlement, the Americans needed its confidence first, and
that was another reason why the airlift had to proceed at full
speed.60. Finally, Israeli strength provided national security, but it did
not prevent the spread of communism in the Arab world. The best
way to pursue that goal was to strengthen Arab moderate regimes.
Hence, the Us attitude could not lean towards Israel too much.61.

Meanwhile, Kosygin’s mission had been far from successful. De-
spite Sadat’s intention to end the fighting stage, the Soviet Premier
was not able to persuade him about a cease-fire.62. The Americans,
instead, were almost in daily contact with the Egyptians. Sadat
wanted the Us, and not the Soviet Union, engaged in the negotia-
tions following the war.63. The Soviets perpetrated the mistake to
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try to «educate Sadat» about American policy, or to speak to Wash-
ington on behalf of Cairo. Kosygin had the impression that Sadat
was stubborn and irresponsible, and like Brezhnev he was con-
vinced that the Egyptian President did not realise the real interests
of his country, which could be achieved only by following Moscow’s
orthodoxy.64. Once the Premier was back in Moscow, the Soviets de-
cided that it was impossible to manage the crisis without Us coop-
eration. Worried about damage to relations with Washington and to
Soviet prestige, and determined to play a role in any post-war set-
tlement, Brezhnev explicitly demanded that Kissinger go to Moscow
to conduct appropriate negotiations to reach a cease-fire.65. Nixon
agreed and added that Kissinger would speak in Moscow with his
full authority and complete support.66.

V. A TEST FOR DÉTENTE AND THE WINK TO ISRAEL

The reason why the Americans accepted the invitation so quick-
ly was that it solved most of their strategic problems. It would have
kept the issue away from the Un while Kissinger was discussing with
the Soviets, and Israel would have gained two-three more days to
improve its military situation. In the meantime, the Secretary of
State had already contacted the Egyptians, offering them a truce
linked to resolution 242. In order to show that Egypt now deserved
respect, Kissinger underlined the fact that the situation had been
altered due to the value the Arabs had shown on the battle field.67.

However, Kissinger did not appreciate Nixon’s message granti-
ng him full powers. The President was under a heavy pressure due
to the Watergate scandal and was thus trying to exploit foreign pol-
icy for domestic purposes. He wanted to reach a final settlement in
the shortest possible time, but this collided with his advisor’s de-
laying tactic. Being invested with full powers would have not al-
lowed him to freeze a proposal before consulting the President and
have his approval. Consequently, Kissinger did not respect Nixon’s
orders.68. He met Brezhnev as soon as he arrived at Moscow. The
two statisticians showed no disagreement over the basic issue, that
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is the imperative to bring an end to hostilities. They also agreed
that there were two main and different problems, to be solved at
different times: ending the fight first, for as long as the war was
on there was always the possibility of some irrational acts; second-
ly, it was of paramount importance to remove the causes of war af-
ter reaching a cease-fire. The fact that there was an indirect Us-
Soviet confrontation in the area did not affect the superpowers’ na-
tional interests.69. Nixon’s message, meanwhile, had disappointed the
Secretary. According to the President, in Israel’s best interests the
Us had the duty to gain a settlement and cooperate with the Sovi-
ets to this purpose. American foreign policy weakness over the past
was due not only to the unwillingness of the Arabs to engage them-
selves on realistic terms, but also on Israeli intransigence. That was
why Nixon was ready to deliver commitments regardless of domes-
tic political consequences.70. Kissinger had no intention to follow
these instructions and conveyed to Scowcroft his shock. Any agree-
ment reached independently of Israel was considered as a prescrip-
tion for failure in future talks.71. He thought that by respecting the
President’s instructions he would totally wreck what little bargain-
ing leverage he still had. The goal of the conversations in Moscow
was a cease-fire, not a global settlement. Only after the cease-fire
it was possible to carry out Nixon’s proposal. In short, the Secre-
tary considered «[…] the tone and substance of his instructions to
me to be unacceptable».72.

On October 21 Kissinger drafted with the Soviets the cease-fire
resolution to be endorsed by the Un Security Council. He carefully
drove the Soviets towards a language that did not give them a cen-
tral role in any post-war negotiation. He argued that a resolution
had to include language about negotiations between the parties un-
der appropriate auspices, meaning that the superpowers would not
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take part in the process, but only in the opening stage and at crit-
ical points throughout.73. Kissinger was emerging as the only policy-
maker with influence enough and something to offer Egypt, Israel
and the Ussr. But first of all Israeli military achievements had to
be strengthened. He had agreed with the Soviets to adopt the reso-
lution very quickly, but he did not share the same interest in such
speed.74.

Resolution 338 was to be adopted on October 22, 1973 at 00:52
a.m., New York time, and gave the parties twelve hours to imple-
ment the cease-fire in place.75. According to Kissinger himself, he
did not manage to send any communication to Washington for a
few hours after he had left the meeting with Brezhnev. This was
due to a technological breakdown preventing the Israelis from hav-
ing enough time to arrange the cease-fire.76. Whether true or not,
the Secretary decided that this gave Israel the right to require some
additional time for military dispositions before the cease-fire came
into force.77. During the return trip, Kissinger stopped over in Tel
Aviv. The Israelis were rather reluctant to stop fighting, now that
they were consolidating their position on the Western bank of the
canal and entrapping the Egyptian Third Army in the Southern sec-
tor of the Eastern side of the canal. Whatever the Arabs thought
about the Us and Israel, Kissinger claimed, objective reality now
forced them to talk to the Americans.78. Moreover, he said that the
Israelis would not have violent protests from Washington if some-
thing happened during the night, while he was flying back to the
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Us.79. Kissinger’s message was simple: the formal agreement just
reached was not so important. He was giving the Israelis green light
to violate the cease-fire for a while.80.

Before leaving for Moscow, in fact, Kissinger had made it clear
to Dinitz that the Israelis could assume they had enough time to
achieve their military objectives. The Israeli Foreign Minister, Ab-
ba Eban, had also reported that the Secretary of State’s trip to
Moscow would not produce any initiative regarding the conditions
for a cease-fire. When Israeli authorities were informed about the
Us-Soviet agreement, Mrs. Meir was furious. She did not like the
idea to put her signature on an agreement she had not even been
consulted upon. Nevertheless, after the massive Us airlift the Gov-
ernment acknowledged it was not in the position to decline an ex-
plicit request from Washington.81. Hence, Jerusalem accepted the
cease-fire even before Kissinger’s arrival in Israel.82. The lines the
Idf was holding on the Syrian front were better than those held on
October 6. As regarded the Egyptian front, the Arab Army had
been deprived of its capacity to threaten Israel, and the Idf forma-
tions on the Western side of the Suez Canal had become a strong
military base for possible operations.83. At the same time, the Pre-
mier had ordered the troops to carry on fighting until and unless
the Egyptians stopped.84. The American Ambassador, Keating, ad-
mitted he would not be surprised if the Israelis decided to launch
an attack to wipe out the Egyptian Third Army.85.
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Hostilities resumed very quickly and this time the superpowers
agreed that Israel had violated the resolution first. This was totally
unacceptable for the Soviets, who urged another Un resolution
calling the parties to stop fighting and withdraw to the positions
they occupied when the first cease-fire had come into force.86. The
Secretary had allowed the Israelis to ignore the cease-fire for a few
hours, but now there was the serious risk for the Egyptian Third
Army to be annihilated. This would have destroyed Kissinger’s de-
sign for the Middle East. In fact, either the Ussr would have en-
tered the war, obliging the Us to do the same and thus escalating
towards a world conflict; or the Russians would have not directly
intervened, but would have entered Egypt without ever leaving.87.
Therefore, another Un resolution was necessary to stop the fight-
ing. Now it was time for the Nixon Administration to «[…] assume
full responsibility to bring about a complete end of hostilities on
the part of Israel».88. The time had come for Kissinger to deal with
the Israelis to persuade them not to destroy the Egyptian Third
army or to let it starve. Despite the difficult days ahead, the Unit-
ed States had jumped on centre stage and the diplomacy of the
Middle East had begun to rotate around the Washington axis.

By then there was a conflict of interests between Washington
and Jerusalem regarding the ultimate purpose of the war. Though
Israeli leaders had declared themselves in favour of a negotiated
settlement, now that victory was in their hands they did not want
to stop the troops until the Egyptian Army was encircled and pos-
sibly destroyed. The danger for American strategy was that Israel
might do what the Soviets were not able to do, that is to deny
Washington the chance to shape the region on the basis of an Is-
raeli-Egyptian settlement.89. For all these reasons in the afternoon
of October 23 a new Un resolution was approved, confirming the
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decision for an immediate cease-fire and urging the forces to with-
draw to the positions they occupied when resolution 338 had come
into force.90. The Americans could not tolerate an Israeli defeat be-
cause it was not possible to let a Us-armed country be defeated by
a Soviet-armed one and because this would have undermined the
American position in the Middle East. Having said this, the White
House could not make Us policy hostage to the Israelis. From an
Israeli point of view, in fact, it was not a disaster to have a radi-
calized and anti-American Arab world, for that would have guar-
anteed support. From an American point of view, such an outlook
was a disaster. Instead, it was the right moment to implement a
cease-fire and initiate a settlement negotiation. The essence of a
good settlement, Kissinger reflected, was that anyone could feel to
gain something. In that circumstance, the Arabs had gained re-
spectability and infringed the myth of Israeli invincibility. Israeli
security now depended on a combination of military strength and
diplomacy. On the other hand, the Israelis had gained another vic-
tory, this time literally avoiding precipice, another tangible evidence
of American support and finally Arab recognition for direct negoti-
ations. As regarded the Soviets, they had at least limited the extent
of their allies’ disaster. All this put the Us in a central position,
for peace in the area depended by then on Washington and every-
body relied on the Atlantic superpower to disentangle from the
quagmire.91.

However, Israeli successes were precipitating an international
crisis. The Third Army was by then cut off from supply routes,
with a serious risk to choose between breaking the encirclement and
starving. At this time Brezhnev wrote to Nixon that he considered
the United States as responsible for Israeli behaviour and asked
him to put pressure on Jerusalem to stop fighting immediately.92. To
this Nixon replied that his Administration was devoting all its ener-
gies to reach a real cease-fire and that Israel was carrying out on-
ly defensive actions. Despite this, Nixon showed rather a certain
disappointment towards the Jewish State, when he said that «[…]
any further offensive operations would lead to a severe deteriora-
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tions of relations between the Israeli and the Us Governments».93.
The Americans strongly opposed the likelihood that Soviet troops
be introduced into the area.94. Kissinger had no doubt on that, but
it is interesting to highlight how ambiguous he was in his conversa-
tions with the Israelis. As regarded withdrawal to October 22 lines,
in fact, he said that he agreed on the principle, but he did now
know how to apply it.95.

The situation seemed to precipitate on October 24. In the af-
ternoon Sadat had formally appealed to Brezhnev urging the dis-
patch of Soviet observers. The Egyptian President did not want to
involve the Russians in the conflict, neither he wanted to increase
his country’s dependence on the Ussr. In a few words, he knew that
the Kremlin did not want to jeopardise détente by intervening.
Hence, Sadat’s appeal to Brezhnev was only a way to make the
Americans more cooperative. It was his ‘Soviet card’ to play with
the United States.96. In the evening Ambassador Dobrynin called
Kissinger and dictated the text of a letter from Brezhnev to Presi-
dent Nixon. The language was rather rude, addressing Nixon sim-
ply as «Mr. President», and indicated that the Israelis were violat-
ing the cease-fire and continuing to seize territory. To solve the cri-
sis, Brezhnev proposed to send to Egypt Soviet and American mili-
tary contingents, to ensure the implementation of the cease-fire. Fi-
nally, the Soviet leader threatened «[…] to consider the question
of taking appropriate steps unilaterally».97. The Americans strongly
objected these proposals, for they had not worked for years to re-
duce the Soviet presence in the area only to cooperate in reintro-
ducing it as result of a Un resolution.98. The Secretary summoned a
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Wsag meeting and said that if the Americans agreed to act jointly
with the Ussr, either they would pursue a power play against Is-
rael, or they would end up in a clash with Moscow. Both options
were unacceptable. Moreover, Washington’s traditional Arab friends
would not certainly appreciate a renewed Soviet presence in the
area.99. The strategy the Americans had been pursuing for four
years would collapse at a glance: Egypt would be drawn back into
the Soviet orbit, Moscow and its radical allies would emerge as
dominant factor in the region, while China and Europe would fear
such a Us-Soviet cooperation.100. The Anglo-Saxon power did not
want to establish the principle that Soviet combat forces could be
transported into distant foreign countries, but Kissinger agreed to
establish formal cooperation with the Soviets in order to encourage
negotiations in the Middle East. But since the latter could not de-
liver anything, the negotiation process to pursue was the one be-
tween Americans and Arabs.101.

Meanwhile, American nuclear forces and troops world wide
were put on what was called DefCon (Defence Condition) 3, an in-
crease above normal to force readiness.102. Afterwards, the Wsag
prepared a letter to Brezhnev under Nixon’s name rejecting the
proposal for Us and Soviet military contingents as not appropriate,
stating the Government’s guarantee to take every effective step to
implement the cease-fire, and warning that a Soviet unilateral ac-
tion would be «[…] a matter of the gravest concern involving in-
calculable consequences». The Americans proposed, instead, to send
some Us and Soviet non combat troops to augment the Un truce
supervisory force.103. Moreover, the letter added that such a Soviet
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unilateral action would violate the principles of détente signed in
Moscow in 1972.104. Significantly, the exact wording of those agree-
ments was not quoted, for this was a way to leave some room for
manoeuvre and find a way out from the crisis.105. The Soviets un-
derstood that the conflict was leading towards a superpower con-
frontation. The question was whether Moscow was ready to engage
in a large scale war. The American alert was regarded as irrespon-
sible and not related at all with Brezhnev’s letter.106. However, no
one except the Defence Minister, Grechko, was willing to send
troops to the Middle East or to face a superpower direct con-
frontation because of Egypt or Syria. Brezhnev himself suggested
not to respond at all to the alert, in order for Nixon to cool
down.107. Thus, the communist leader simply communicated that
Moscow had dispatched seventy observers to Egypt and that it was
ready to cooperate with the Americans on the implementation of
the Security Council resolutions.108. Brezhnev’s last message had bro-
ken out the deadlock.

On October 25 the Un Security Council voted resolution 340,
demanding that cease-fire be observed and that the parties return
to the positions they occupied on October 22. Moreover, it was de-
cided to set up immediately a Un Emergency Force to be drawn
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from members of the United Nations, except the permanent mem-
bers of the Security Council.109. The Secretary’s chess game was be-
coming more and more successful. The tension with the Soviet
Union had begun to de-escalate, the war was practically over, Is-
rael had won another round, the Ussr was less and less decisive,
while the United States was starting to hold the balance of power
in the Middle East. In spite of everything, however, the Israelis did
not want to miss the chance to erase their enemies’ capacity to at-
tack any longer. Thus, by ignoring the cease-fire the Idf was trying
to force the trapped Egyptian Third Army to surrender or to at-
tempt another breakout the Israeli Army could use as a pretext to
crush it. This option was against Us interests, as the destruction or
surrender of the Third Army could have caused a defeat mentality
in Egypt, similar to that which had prevented the Arabs from ne-
gotiating with the Israelis in the previous six years. Moreover, all
this could have jeopardised Sadat’s position.110. The Secretary sug-
gested that Israel permit food, water and medicines to the belea-
guered force while maintaining the encirclement. In this case, the
Third Army remained Israel’s hostage for future bargaining, with-
out being forced to a humiliating surrender or withdrawal. He also
told the Israelis that they were playing a dangerous game with su-
perpower confrontation.111. Though the encirclement of the Third
Army was a gift to American diplomacy, for it made Egypt at the
total mercy of the United States, its survival was for Nixon and
Kissinger the key to detach Egypt from the Soviet Union.112.

VI. TENSIONS WITH ISRAEL

The Secretary started a tough diplomatic pressure on the Gov-
ernment of Israel. By pushing towards a total confrontation,
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Kissinger stated, Israel was making a mistake, for it was not per-
mitted to capture the Third Army.113. The fact that the Egyptians
were still fighting to try a breakout did not make any difference.114.
Kissinger was on the side of Israel, he had no personal interest in
the Third Army, but the whole situation was becoming too big for
the United States, too.115. The Americans could not allow the Egypt-
ian army to be destroyed, or captured, or starve. In that case, the
Soviets would have sent supplies, thus blowing Us prestige and
pushing the clock back to pre-détente times.116.

Superpower prestige was at stake for the Soviet Union as well.
Brezhnev wrote that if the Americans failed to influence the Is-
raelis, Moscow would have serious doubts about Us intentions to
carry on understandings on the cease-fire.117. On the other hand
Nixon had made absolutely clear that he could not permit the de-
struction of the Egyptian army. That option simply did not exist.
Therefore, the Secretary practically gave the Israelis an ultimatum,
saying that within October 27, 8:00 a.m., the Meir Government had
to answer to the question concerning non military supplies for the
trapped army. In case of negative reply, the Us was obliged to sup-
port a Un resolution dealing with the enforcement of the cease-fire.
By being so stubborn, Kissinger added, the Israelis were pursuing
a suicidal path, destroying any chance of negotiation and putting
Sadat’s regime in jeopardy.118. Five hours before the expiration of
the ultimatum Egypt accepted the Israeli proposal of direct talks.119.
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The Egyptians set up two preconditions, that is a complete cease-
fire and the passage of a convoy bearing non military supplies to
the trapped army. Golda Meir accepted the compromise in order
not to disappoint the powerful American ally. The United States,
she said to the Cabinet, was the only real friend Israel had and
there was nothing shameful for a small country to give in some-
times to such a superpower.120.

The armed conflict was over, but this did not ease tension yet.
The Israelis were still reluctant to let convoys reach the Third
Army and wanted their Pows back soon. Despite this, Kissinger’s
strategy was now reality. The Soviet Union had saved honour by
doing its part to protect the Egyptian army, but the real arbiter
was in Washington. As an evidence of this, the Americans immedi-
ately began talks with both sides, trying to achieve that break-
through Kissinger had had in mind since the outbreak of the war.
The fact that the Egyptians trusted the Americans and that
Kissinger had planned a trip to Cairo in November was a real wa-
tershed.121. Despite this, now it was time for the Americans to cool
down the relations with Israel. The conversations taking place in
early November 1973 with Golda Meir were rather bitter and mir-
rored all her resentment. The two countries’ interests were diver-
gent this time. The Premier complained that the Americans trusted
the Egyptians too much, but Kissinger once again showed all his
realism when he said that he was not so interested in the exact lo-
cation of the October 22 cease-fire line. Israel could even take some
more miles of territory, but the Third Army had to be rescued.122.
The problem was not how much territory Israel was keeping, but
to left Egyptian honour intact in order to start negotiations with
the Us as an arbiter.123. In order to achieve this, Sadat, and not
another radical regime, had to keep power in Egypt.124.
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One of the reasons why the Americans looked so inflexible was
that in case of cease-fire breakdown the Soviets could send combat
troops to the area, aiming at rescuing the Arabs from future mili-
tary collapse.125. The Arabs had managed to globalize the problem
with Israel. Something had to be done in order to avoid the return
of the Russians, anxious to get back in.126. Kissinger’s strategy was
to make the Arabs think they could get some progress from the co-
operation with the Us. This helped keep the Russians out of power
plays and resist them when they made power plays. The issue,
therefore, was to give the Egyptians something to carry on such a
strategy for a while. Hence, Israeli forces had to disengage at least
from the Egyptian ones.127. Alternative to American proposals was
disaster. However Mrs Meir interpreted the words of the Secretary
of State, the strategy was that the Americans had to deliver some-
thing to the Arabs. In short, Israel had to face reality and realise
that it had military won the war, but diplomatically it had not. In
case of resumption of fighting, Kissinger warned that the White
House would not resupply Israel again. The Third Army met Amer-
ican strategic interests as it affected Us-Soviet relations and it made
plenty of difference whether peace came through Us action or So-
viet pressure.128.

The first meeting ever between the President of the Arab Re-
public of Egypt and the Us Secretary of State took place on No-
vember 7, 1973. The Arab leader stressed his distrust of the Soviet
Union and his wish to work with the United States.129. After all,
Kissinger’s design was made possible by Sadat’s willingness to elab-
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orate a common strategy with Washington. Having realised this, the
Secretary tried to shift attention towards a broader understanding
on the disengagement of armies along the Suez Canal. Sadat ac-
cepted the proposal as a whole, thus setting the foundation of his
friendship with Kissinger and of the future American Middle East
policy.130. Last but not least, the Government of Egypt agreed in
principle to resume official diplomatic relations with the United
States.131. The agreement was accepted by the Government of Israel
as well, and the stabilization of the cease-fire and the relaxation of
military tensions were considered as a first step towards negotia-
tions for a true peace between Israel and the neighbouring coun-
tries.132.

CONCLUSIONS

When Kissinger emerged from the meeting with Sadat, he had
achieved what the United States had never possessed before: an
Arab policy, according to which Washington took a commitment in
favour of the Arabs, as long as they understood that the Ameri-
cans would not abandon Israel. The Us had strategic interests in
the area, such as the Soviet Union. Despite détente, despite the fact
that the Americans were not going to become the guardians of the
Middle East, and although no one wished a crisis escalating to the
extent of affecting Us-Soviet relations, this did not mean that Wash-
ington could leave the area at stake to the mercy of another super-
power. As regarded Israel, the Atlantic power had a special rela-
tion with the Jewish State and a commitment to protect its securi-
ty, but this did not prevent the White House from pursuing a
friendship with the Egyptians, too.133. In fact, the war had put and
end to the state of no peace, no war, and this had been a major
goal for Egypt.134. Sadat had practically carried out a reversal of
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policy, rejecting the pan-Arab objective to deny the Jewish State
the right to exist. Thus, instead of relying on the Soviet Union, or
on Arab radical regimes, the Egyptian President was betting on the
United States.135. On the other hand, the Israelis had realised that
peace was the best way to guarantee security.136. After all, the Amer-
icans were not against Arab aspirations, but against their being
achieved with Soviet pressure.137.

To conclude with the words of Simcha Dinitz, the basic out-
come of the war was a radical change of attitude by all the parties
involved. Egypt’s ability to overcome the trauma of 1967 changed
not only the image of the North African country, but also its for-
eign policy. On one hand, they had cancelled their sense of humili-
ation, but on the other hand they had also shown that the territo-
ries lost in 1967 could not be regained by the force of war. Israel
reached the same conclusion, for the conflict managed to wake it
up from the feeling of invincibility. The war made the Government
of Israel realise that among the components of security, peace was
equally important. But there was another element the military con-
frontation had created: a tremendous shift in Us diplomacy. The
United Stated took an active diplomatic role, at last. During the
Yom Kippur War, the State Department set a strategy for post-war
negotiations as soon as the conflict started. Israel was not supposed
to be defeated because this was against Us national interests, while
the Arabs were not to be humiliated. This balance was necessary
to turn enemies into parties of true peace negotiations. But the
milestone of the whole question was the Us goal to minimize Soviet
influence in the Middle East. The airlift for Israel, for example,
was also a way to win Arab confidence in American diplomacy
rather than in Soviet military power. Kissinger wanted to preserve
détente, but at the same time limit Soviet influence. Just as he
wanted to support Israel without humiliating Egypt, he wanted to
protect détente without allowing the Ussr to spread its influence
any longer. Therefore, the United Stated had drawn a successful
Middle East diplomacy which had never existed before. From then
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onwards, Sadat abandoned the Soviet path, while from an Israeli
point of view Washington had been turned from an ally into an ar-
bitrator. Now Israel was no longer single child, but had become
part of a set of interests including Egypt and to some extent even
Syria.138.

The Us was the only actor in close contact with all parties,
the only power able to produce progress, and the only one each
was coming to in order to achieve something. Instead, nobody pur-
sued Russian involvement.139. As Kissinger had stated a few years
earlier, Soviet arms had been useful to start a serious war against
Israel, but only American diplomacy had had the power to give
Egypt its territory back. The Yom Kippur War, therefore, was a
real breakthrough assigning the United States the role of mediator
in the main question of the Middle East and alienating the Soviet
Union from a major Arab country.
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